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IN THE COURT OF  CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE  AT SONITPUR, 
TEZPUR 

 
Present :  Debashish Saikia, A.J.S 
   Chief Judicial Magistrate,  
   Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 

G.R. CASE NO 1066/08 
U/S 147/447/323/352/354 IPC 

 
State 

 

Vs 
 
 

1. Sri Hari Chandra Kalita @ Haren Kalita 
2. Smti Kabita Kalita 
3. Sri  Gakul Kalita @ Bakul Kalita     

 
                                                       … Accused persons  

 

Appearances 
 

Mr K Gogoi,  

Learned Addl PP       :   For the state 

Mr D Choudhury,  

Ld Counsel    :   For the accused persons 

 

 

   Date of recording evidence  :  27-11-13, 20-5-14,  
            25-08-14, 20-4-16,  

    
  Date of hearing argument : 22-3-18, 05-04-2018  

   Date of judgment  :  18-04-2018 

 

JUDGMENT 
 

 
1) The prosecution case in brief is as follows:  

The informant Bishnu Sarmah lodged an ejahar on 23-6-2008 against accused 

namely  Haren Kalita, Nakul Kalita, Bakul Kalita, Naga and Kabita alleging inter 

alia that at about 8.30 pm when he reached his home from his shop, the above 

named accused persons who had positioned themselves  in his courtyard , on his 

entry thereto , dragged and belabored him with sharp weapons and bamboo  
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without any rhyme or reason, causing grievous injuries to his person. Informant 

further alleged that having heard his hue and cry, when his wife came out to his  

rescue , the accused persons also assaulted her, as a result of which,  his wife 

also  sustained severe injuries. Hence, the ejahar.  

 

 

2) On receiving the ejahar, O/C of Rangapara PS registered the case as 

Rangapara P.S Case No 103/08 U/S 147/447/324/325 IPC and started 

investigation of the same. On completion of investigation, police submitted 

charge sheet against accused Sri Hari Chanda Kalita @ Haren Kalita, Smti Kabita 

Kalita and Sri Gakul Kalita @ Bakul Kalita and also again Sri Nakul Kalita and Sri 

Naga  U/S 147/447/323/352/354 IPC. Accused Nakul Kalita and Naga are shown 

as absconder in the charge sheet.  

 

3)  Cognizance of the offence was taken, and process was issued against 

accused Hari Chandra Kalita @ Haren Kalita, Smti Kabita Kalita and Sri Gakul 

Kalita @ Bakul. Accused Naga was declared absconder and the case against him 

was filed vide order dtd 28-12-2012.  On receipt of summons from this court, 

copy of the case was furnished to them. Vide order dt 26-05-09 of my Ld 

Predecessor in chair, explained the  particulars of offences U/S 

147/447/323/352/354 IPC to the accused persons Hari Ch Kalita, Kabita Kalita, 

Gokul @ Bakul Kalita to which the accused persons pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried. Accused Nakul Kalita though surrendered before the court on 

24.3.10, he later defaulted and my learned predecessor vide order dt 6.11.17split 

up the case against accused Nakul Kalita and later on case against him was filed 

declaring him as an absconder vide order dated 25-01-18. On the other hand 

case against accused Naga was filed declaring him as an absconder vide order dt 

28.12.12.  

  

4)  Prosecution in order to prove this case, examined as many as seven 

witnesses including the I/O.  The plea of the defence is of total denial. 

 Statement of the accused persons U/S 313 Cr.P.C. was recorded in which 

the accused persons reiterated the defence plea. I have heard the argument 

advanced by the learned Counsel of both sides and carefully perused the 

evidences on record.  
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5)   The only point  for determination is : 

 

 i) Whether on 23-6-08 the above three accused persons along with 

the other accused persons formed an unlawful assembly and 

committed rioting and thereby committed the offence punishable 

under Section 147 of IPC?  

ii) Whether on the same time and place, accused persons in 

pursuance to their common object, trespassed into the courtyard of 

the informant and thereby voluntarily caused hurt to the informant 

and his wife and thereby committed the offence punishable under 

Section 447/323/352 of IPC? 

iii). Whether on the same time and place, accused persons 

outraged the modesty of the informant’s wife and thereby 

committed the offence punishable under Section 354 of IPC? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

6)  The informant Bishnu Prasad Sarma is examined as PW1. In his evidence, 

PW1 deposed that the accused persons are his neighbour and the occurrence 

took place about five years ago at about 8.30 pm. PW1 deposed that he and his 

family resided in a land belonging to the railways adjacent to which  a fishery 

existed. According to PW1  , on the fateful night some boys drained the said 

fishery and accused Bakul Borah questioned  him as to why he had permitted the 

said boys to drain the fishery. PW1 further deposed that having found him on his 

way to his home from his workplace, accused Bakul rebuked him when he denied 

having granted any permission and being unsatisfied with the answer accused 

Bakul  pushed him , consequent to which  he fell to the ground. According to 

PW1, when his wife came out and tried to intervene, the rest of the accused 

persons assaulted her. Thereafter other accused persons assaulted him with a 

bamboo pole and a cycle chain as a result of which he sustained injury on his left 

arm and on his head. PW1 further deposed that his brother-in-law took him to 

the police station in his cycle and police thereafter sent him for treatment. 
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Lateron he lodged the FIR which he identified as Ext.1 whereon Ext.1(1) is his 

signature.       

7) PW2 is Smti Rina Sarma and she is the wife of the informant and she  

was examined on 20-5-2014. In her evidence she deposed that the occurrence 

took place at about 8.30 pm and at the time of occurrence, she was inside her 

house. PW2 deposed that when her husband came from work, accused Gakul 

Kalita abused her husband in slang language and when her husband objected, 

the accused Gakul assaulted her husband with a cycle chain and hearing his cry 

when she came out, the accused persons also assaulted her. According to PW2, 

her husband sustained injuries on his shoulder and back and she sustained 

injuries on her chest and that her neighbour’s came and took them to Rangapara 

hospital for treatment. PW2 deposed that after her husband was discharged from 

the hospital, he lodged the ejahar and that police later seized the cycle chain by 

which the accused persons assaulted her husband. PW2 identified the seized 

cycle chain as M.Ext.1.  

8)  PW3 is Anita Das. In her evidence she deposed that the occurrence took 

place about six years ago at about 8.30 pm and at that time she was at her 

home. PW3 deposed that on hearing hulla outside her house, she came out and 

saw accused Nakul, Gakul and his father assaulting Bishnu Sharma with a lathi 

and a cycle chain and when she tried to intervene, she was also beaten up by the 

accused persons. PW3 further stated that Bishnu Sarma sustained injury on his 

leg for which he was unable to walk and thereafter he was taken to hospital.  

9) PW4 is Smti Aikon Dey. Deposing in tune with PW3, PW4 stated that at 

the time of occurrence she was at her home and on hearing hue and cry, she 

came out and saw the accused persons assaulting Bishnu Sarma and Rina Sarma 

with a lathi and a cycle chain. According to PW4 when she along with others tried 

to intervene, they were assaulted by the accused persons. PW4 deposed that 

Rina Sarma sustained injures on her chest and Bishnu Sarma also sustained 

injuries and  that the injured were taken to the police station and thereafter to 

Rangapara hospital.  

10) PW5 is Smti Manju Das, and her evidence is also in tune with PW4. PW5 

also narrated the incident as deposed by PW4. PW5  deposed that hearing the 

hulla she went to the place of occurrence and reaching there she saw cycle chain 

on the hand of Bakul, while Rinku was armed with a lathi. She further stated that 
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she along with her daughter Anita and neighbor Rina and Aikon  took Bishnu 

Sarma to the police station in a thela and thereafter Bishnu Sarma was taken to 

Rangapara hospital.  

11) PW6 is Dr Lakheswar Bhuyan and  as per his evidence, on 24-6-08 while 

he was posted at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur as Sr M & HO, he examined 

one Bishnu Sarma, S/O Lt Chandra Prasad Sarma of Keherani Basti, Rangapara 

PS under police escort dtd 23-6-08 escorted and identified by C/818 Nakul Ch 

Mahanta. PW6 further deposed that the patient was admitted in a surgical ward 

and was discharged on 26-6-08. On examination he found the following injuries  

:- 

 i)) Bruise over left arm, 4”x1” in size 

  ii)Bruise on the back of chest left side, 4” x1” in size 

          iii)Abrasion over back. X-ray of chest was normal.        

According to him the injuries were simple, fresh and caused by blunt weapon.  

PW6 identified the injury report as Ext. 2 whereupon Ext 2(1) is his signature.  

 

12)  PW7 is SI Sri Lakhi Kanta Borah. PW7 conducted the preliminary 

investigation of the case and thereafter PW7 handed over the CD to SI Reba 

Kanta Borah who after completion of final investigation, submitted charge sheet 

against the accused persons vide Ext.5. PW7 identified the signature of SI Reba 

Kt Borah as Ext.5(1).  

13) This is in nutshell is the evidence available on record.  

14) On perusal of the cross-examination of the witnesses as well as the 

defence plea taken by the accused persons it appears that for the same incident, 

the accused persons have filed a case against the informant’s party. The 

evidence of the informant PW1 that the accused persons came and assaulted him 

could not be dislodged by the defence. The said fact was also corroborated by 

the medical evidence of PW6. Further all the prosecution witnesses who were the 

neighbours of both the informant as well as the accused party, examined in the 

instant case also had deposed about the said fact of assault upon PW1 by the 

accused persons.   The defence though has claimed that the injuries sustained by 

PW1 was caused due to falling of Pw1 upon  a hard substance, the said plea 

could not to be probabilised by them nor evidence was led to substantiate the 

said fact. Hence, the above plea put forward by the defence falls to the ground.  
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15)  On the other hand, though PW2 has stated in her evidence that the 

accused persons also assaulted her, she has not specifically stated as to how she 

was assaulted. Her claim that she sustained injuries on her chest is not 

supported by any other evidence. That apart notwithstanding the denial of the 

PW2 that she did not state before the I/O that she sustained injury on her chest, 

the I/O (PW7) confirmed that Pw2 did not state before him that she sustained 

injury on her chest.  The above fact which Pw2 has stated before the court while 

deposing therefore has to be held as an improvement, and there being no other 

evidence to corroborate the said fact, that part of the evidence of Pw2 has to be 

ignored. Similarly, though PW3, 4 and 5 also deposed that they three were 

assaulted, their evidence to the effect that the accused persons also assaulted 

them also appears to be too general in nature without any specific details.  In the 

facts and circumstances the assertion of these witnesses that they too were 

assaulted by the accused persons has to be ignored particularly when PW3 in her 

evidence claimed that while trying to rescue the informant, she too got beaten in 

the process. The fact that while belaboring the informant some lathi blows falling 

in the body of prosecution witnesses cannot be ruled out.   In the instant case  

though a minor discrepancy is noticed in the evidence of  PW3, where in she 

stated that Bishnu (Pw1) sustained injury on his leg, the same has to be ignored 

as because minor discrepancy like this will always be there in the evidence of the 

witnesses however truthful he or she may be.  The presence of the above 

witnesses in the place of occurrence  cannot be doubted as they are the 

neighbours of both the informant party as well as the accused party and there 

being no evidence on record to show that these witnesses have any axe to grind 

against the accused persons there evidence has to be believed.    

16) From the evidence so adduced by the prosecution, particularly the 

evidence of the PW3, three accused persons viz accused Nakul, Gakul and his 

father assaulted the informant. PW5 deposed that she had seen accused Bakul 

armed with cycle chain while Rinku was armed with a lathi, but there is no 

clarification as to who Rinku is as there is no such accused by the name Rinku.   

Informant’s wife implicated accused Gokul as the one who assaulted her husband 

PW1. The informant himself implicated accused Bakul @ Gakul as the one who 

initially pushed him to the ground. PW1 though later deposed that the other 

accused persons assaulted him with cycle chain and bamboo, in cross he stated 
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that he cannot say as to which of the accused persons assaulted him.  From the 

evidence of the prosecution witnesses it appears that accused Gokul Kalita @ 

Bakul Kalita was the actual culprit who assaulted the informant as the 

independent witnesses have seen the above accused armed with cycle chain. 

Though PW3 has claimed to have seen accused Gakul, Nakul, and his father 

participating in the assault, the case of accused Nakul having split up and filed, 

the prosecution side has failed to prove convincingly the participation of all the 

accused persons in the instant case. So considering all aspects, except accused 

Bokul Kalita @ Gokul Kalita the participation of the remaining accused persons in 

the assault is not convincing, as such they are given the benefit of doubt. In the 

instant case though the prosecution side has claimed that the five persons 

charge sheeted have formed an unlawful assembly, and that in prosecution of 

the common object to assault the informant has beaten up the informant, the 

evidence led in the case only establishes that accused Bakul @ Gokul Kalita as 

the one who assaulted the informant, and since the injury sustained by the victim 

is simple in nature, the charge u/s 323 IPC stands proved against him. In the 

instant case though charge has been framed also u/s 447,352 and 354 IPC, the 

prosecution side has failed to establish the aforesaid charges and as such the 

accused persons are held not guilty of the above charges.  

17)        I have considered extending the beneficial provisions of the Offenders 

act to the accused but refrained from doing so considering the nature of offence. 

18)    Accused is heard on the question of sentence. Accused submits that he be 

dealt with leniently. I have considered the above plea vis a vis the facts and 

circumstances of the case. No previous conviction has been proved against the 

accused. Considering all such facts I am of the measured view that the accused 

deserves a little leniency.     
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O R D E R 

 

Accused Bokul @ Gokul Kalita is convicted u/s 323 IPC and is sentenced 

to pay a fine of rupees one thousand i/d to S.I for seven days. He is however 

acquitted of the rest of the charges. 

Accused Hari Chandra Kalita, Kabita Kalita are acquitted of all the charges 

and are set at liberty forthwith. 

Seized articles be destroyed in due course of time. 

 

Bail-Bond of accused shall remain in force for a period of six months from 

today. 
 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on the 18th day of April 2018 

at Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 
 

(Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
Dictated and corrected by me:- 
 
 

 
 

 
     (Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
     Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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                                     APPENDIX 
 
 
 
Prosecution witnesses :      
 
PW1 is Bishnu Prasad Sarma 
PW2 is Smti Rina Sarma 
PW3 is Anita Das 
PW4 is Smti Aikon Dey 
PW5 Smti Manju Das 
PW6 Dr Lakheswar Bhuyan 
PW7 SI Sri Lakhi Kanta Borah 
  
 
Prosecution Exhibits:  
  
Ejaher  as Ext1.  
Injury report as Ext2 
Cycle chain  as M.Ext.1 
Charge sheet as Ext5 
  
 
 
Defence witness:                  Nil. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 
 
 


